
Neal Turner Hits Amazon Best-Seller Status
with “Empathetic Leadership,” Co-Authored
with Chris Voss
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CHELMSFORD, ESSEX, ENGLAND, April 17, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Neal Turner, a visionary leader

dedicated to unlocking human potential, has soared to

new heights with the release of “Empathetic Leadership”,

a collaborative book, co-authored with the esteemed

Chris Voss and accomplished professionals worldwide.

Published by SuccessBooks®, this literary gem made its

much-anticipated debut on April 11th, 2024, captivating

readers with its profound insights into compassionate

leadership.

Upon its release, “Empathetic Leadership” climbed the

ranks on Amazon's best-sellers charts, achieving best-

seller status in Direct Marketing, Sales and Selling, as well

as the Entrepreneur category. Not only did it achieve

these remarkable milestones, but it also proudly secured

the coveted #1 New Release spot in 2 distinct

categories.

Neal's riveting chapter, "The Power Of Three," stands as a

beacon of wisdom, resonating deeply with readers

seeking to unlock their full potential through empathetic leadership practices.

About Neal Turner:

Neal Turner is a trailblazer in the realms of human performance and personal growth, dedicated

to empowering individuals to maximize their potential and achieve their aspirations. As a martial

arts enthusiast and respected instructor, Neal imparts invaluable lessons of respect, dedication,

and mindfulness to his students, transcending the boundaries of the dojo.

Neal has played a pivotal role in shaping the careers of promising mixed martial artists, guiding

them to professional recognition with his mentorship and expertise.

http://www.einpresswire.com


In the fiercely competitive world of professional motorbike racing, Neal's guidance has propelled

riders to victory, combining technical mastery with holistic practices to cultivate mental resilience

and peak performance.

Neal's coaching philosophy, characterized by its simplicity and efficacy, has yielded remarkable

results across diverse industries and demographics. From CEOs to children, Neal's emphasis on

daily practices such as yoga, affirmations, and contemplation serves as a blueprint for success

and well-being.

A champion of community and inclusivity, Neal founded the Marbella Gymnastics Club, fostering

physical fitness, discipline, and teamwork among underprivileged youth. His dedication was

recognized with two business licenses from the Spanish Government in 2019, underscoring his

commitment to creating positive change.

Currently, Neal is collaborating with his fiancée, Meisha, on a children's workbook aimed at

promoting calm and supporting mental well-being. This project, alongside the establishment of

Boom Boom Gymnastics, embodies Neal's vision for grassroots initiatives in Essex.

Neal's insatiable thirst for personal and professional growth is evident in his continuous pursuit

of education and collaboration, driving interdisciplinary cooperation and unlocking human

potential on a global scale.

To learn more about Neal Turner, visit:

www.theartofcalming.org

www.mindbodybreathcoaching.com

Embark on a transformative journey towards compassionate leadership with Empathetic

Leadership. Delve into its pages for invaluable insights and practical strategies to unleash your

full potential. 

To order your copy today, please visit HERE
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